
	

	 	

Pre/Post Trip Inspections 
 

     
 
Let’s now focus on one of the top three violations we have seen a 
great decline, but still one of the largest point violations within the 
FMCSA’s SMS table.  The following list will give a better illustration 
of the violation severity while looking at the rolling 24month time 
period: 
 

1) 393.75(a)  Flat tire or fabric exposed:    20ea = 358pts 
2) 393.75(a)(3) Tire-flat and/or audible air leak  14ea = 264pts 
3) 393.75(c) Tire-other tread depth <2/32 in 17ea = 244pts 

 
We have a seen a decline in the amount of violations 549 per 
1299 inspections over this time period.  But the most important 
corrective action still remains with all of our contractors and 
drivers, which is a strong pre-trip inspection coupled with the 
mindset of preventive maintenance.  Another thing we must 
continue to deploy is the IF factor.  Identify and Fix the defects, 
shortcomings, and adjustments to both the power unit and trailing 
units without fail.  With all consideration of our contractors being 
successful, we cannot sacrifice safety, so preventive maintenance 
must be a part of managing our budgets within the trucking 
industry.  Allow a percentage of your monthly revenue to be a 
reserve for the unexpected maintenance. Success is tied directly 
into your unit being road worthy and free of any observable 
defects.  
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As the month of June 
draws near, we all need to 
be advised of the special 
emphasis on cargo 
securement, Jun 6-8. But 
with a large percentage of 
inspections being triggered 
by observable defects, we 
need to always inspect our 
securement devices 
before, during, and after 
use.  And as far as WLLs 
of those same devices, 
don’t hesitate to ask or 
refer to 49CFR 393.108 
 

 
Remember Safety is Priority 
One! And May God Smile on 
you is our prayer.. 
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